Specialist Logistic Supply Chain and Ramp-Up
Management (f/m/div)*
Job description
Do you enjoy working in an international environment and like to interact with different
stakeholders internally and externally? Handling different topics and priorities at the
same time is your daily business, you love the variety of tasks and want to be part of a
new Team for special topics? Then you should be part of our success story as a
Specialist in Logistic Supply Chain and Ramp-Up Management!
In your new role you will:

At a glance
Location:

Munich (Germany)

Job ID:

320047

Start date:

immediately

Entry level: 3-5 years
Type:

Full time

Contract:

Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search:

Optimize Demand and Supply Plans of a specific product portfolio
Manage tight supply and customer allocation in alignment with Product
Marketing and other Stakeholders like Customer Logistic Management and Sales

Job ID:

320047

www.infineon.com/jobs

Plan and maintain inventory targets based on stock range objectives agreed
within the organization
Ensure the production and delivery ability of your product portfolio in
collaboration with the global Frontend- /Backend manufacturing sites

Contact

Develop ramp-up scenarios and consider them carefully in the planning process
as well monitor their execution

Sören Schmögner

Define Supply Chain related activities as part of the Ramp-Up project
requirements and act on behalf of Supply Chain in product change projects
Contribute to reach production milestones in a timely manner and ensure
Infineon’s ability to deliver to our customers
Work out solutions with interdisciplinary teams
Develop and present decision templates and reports for management reviews

Profile
Recognizing potential obstacles in time and uses them as good opportunity for further
improvement is part of your daily doing. You feel responsible for and contributes to the
team and department success. Cooperating across boundaries and appreciating the
contributions of other people reflects your personality.
You are best equipped for those tasks if you have:
A degree in Engineering or Business Administration with the focus on Supply
Chain or Production Planning
At least 3-5 years of working experience in Supply Chain related jobs
Experience in project management is an advantage
Can adapt to new situations and be motivated to go the extra mile – proactive

Can adapt to new situations and be motivated to go the extra mile – proactive
working attitude
IT affinity and the willingness to become acquainted with different IT tools
Excellent communication skills and be a team player
Fluent English skills (written and spoken), German will be an added advantage

